
#

43

Captain

No

Height Weight 40 YD 10 YD Arm Hand Vert 3 Cone SS Broad Bench

6015 190 4.4 1.6 31 5/8 9 1/2 29 7.03 4.34 10'02 12

Solid run support, does a solid job filling or attacking the C or D gap when he is unblocked, is willing to take on

lead block from a FB or pulling OL for teammates to clean up, solid competitiveness and physical toughness to

push OL/TE/WRs with solid physical toughness and play strength into ball carrier intended direction, constrict

running lane, and force cutback. Solid open field tackling due to technique and form, does a solid job assisting

teammates, willing to tackle all ball carrier types in the backfield or close to LOS, makes solid tackles vs all

WR/TE types after the receptions from the side or behind with solid effort physical toughness, and play

strength. Solid open field tackling due to technique and form, does a solid job assisting teammates, willing to

tackle all ball carrier types in the backfield or close to LOS, makes solid tackles vs all WR/TE types after the

receptions from the side or behind with solid effort physical toughness, and play strength.    

NEGATIVES IN PASS GAME

Adequate LOS skills vs WR/TE that use Double double Move move releases with very good agility, does well

after the 1st move and the second manipulates him and disrupts his adequate balance. In Off Man coverage, he

will struggle vs all WR/TE types with good COD, foot quickness, and deception, on hard breaking routes 7 yard

plus, especially on Out Routes due to his adequate COD and Marginal balance, After the break on an Out; he flips

his hips and his back foot gets stuck causing him to lose balance, stumble, and have marginal positioning.

Adequate ball skills lack the hands to consistently bring in interception due to poor hand placement and

concentration. 

NEGATIVES IN RUN GAME

Marginal run support due to poor desire, effort, competitiveness, and mental processing, when engaged with

WR, he doesn’t attempt to disengage or gives up with his arms locked watching the play, when ball comes to his

side he’s easily blocked by all WR/TEs, He will watch his teammates struggle to bring ball carrier down and react

extremely late to assist and give up a big gain. Is afraid to stick his head in the trenches on run plays that are in

between the A and B gap, he will have good positioning to chase the ball on the backside but once the ball carrier

goes in between A or B gap he stops his pursuit immediately, extremely poor mental toughness in red zone, is

easily blocked without resistance watches teammates clean up than stick his nose in. marginal ability to shed

blocks by a WR/TE with adequate play strength and physical toughness and make a tackle in a phone booth with

the game on the line. Adequate open field tackling, struggles to bring down RB/TEs that have solid play strength

and competitiveness. 

BACKGROUND

3rd year CB that has started 23 out of 45 career games, including 12 out of 12 games in 

2019. Suspended 2 games in 2019 for substance abuse, missed week 13 and 14. Missed 

week 2 and 3 due to hamstring injury.   3rd year under HC Anthony Lynn, 3rd under DC Gus 

Bradley, and 3rd year under Defensive Backs Coach Ron Milus. Starter playing 67% of 

team’s total defensive snaps rotating between LCB and RCB. 4-3 scheme that asked him to 

play Press and Off Man. Defense that is was in Zone Coverage 75% of the time and while in 

Man Coverage primarily used different variants of Cover 1. Provides Special teams value 

with 582 snaps over 3-year career span. 

BODY TYPE / AA
Long body with elite height, very good arm length, good hand size and weight, with solid 

muscle on upper body and lower body. Good AA, Good foot speed, hip fluidity, acceleration, 

agility, foot quickness, solid COD, balance, and marginal explosiveness.

Very good mental processing before snap, know his responsibilities by lining up over WR/TE depending on offensive
formation, motions and defensive coverages. Good LOS skills: in Press Man; matches WR/TEs with good agility and
manipulation on Speed and One Move Releases staying in good position, Jabs with very good accuracy and timing along
with good play strength that stuns and sticks to all WR/TE types. Good physical toughness, play strength, and
competitiveness to fight through push-offs around LOS by very good WR/TEs with good play strength, good scrappiness,
competitiveness, and mental toughness at LOS due to fearless nature against all WRs/TEs. Very good Press Man
coverage: on hard breaking routes like hitches; he displays good physicality, hip fluidity, COD, and foot quickness to stay
in very good position vs all WR/TEs types with good foot speed and play strength. Wins on deep routes especially on 9
routes with good foot speed, acceleration and solid quick jabs to match WRs with good foot speed and use solid mental
processing to take very good angles to get on top or stay tight on WR/TEs hips. Good Off Man coverage due to good
footwork in back pedal with very little wasted steps, solid use of his Leverage and takes good angles to maintain Leverage
vs WR/TEs with solid foot speed and acceleration. Does a solid job reading WR/TEs steps before break, good
acceleration, COD, and hip fluidity on inside breaking routes especially on Digs and Slants vs WR/TEs with good COD and
foot quickness. Very good transitioning, acceleration and foot speed in backpedal on Deep routes vs WRs with good foot
speed upfield flipping his hips with very good timing to stay on top or have very good positioning, especially on 9 or Post
routes, solid Squat technique with good play strength and jam timing to disrupt the routes of all WR/TE types with solid
play strength and physical toughness. Good Zone coverage, has very good lateral agility that is fully displayed in Cover 3
that allows him to move upfield and stay on top of WR/TEs running close to full speed, good mental processing to bait QB
into throws where he can use his good foot speed and acceleration to get back in position if QB throws ball, good mental
processing to match receivers in Cover 3 and use Safety in Quarters coverage as bracket inside while he stays on top of
WRs with very good foot speed. Good Ball ball skills in Man coverage, very good scrappiness during the process of a catch
will rip ball out or fight through WRs hands vs WRs with solid physical toughness, when engaged with a WR in a jump ball
situation, he will use his long arms to control WRs , high point ball, knock it away , solid mental processing to come off his
initial responsibility and jump in front of another WR to attempt to intercept ball. Very good mental toughness,
competitiveness, effort, and physical toughness on 3rd down vs very good WRs with a blend of foot speed, COD and play
strength, ups his game displaying very good Man coverage Press or Off and fights through the catch process until the
whistle blows.

POSITIVES IN RUN GAME

POSITIVES IN PASS GAME

SCHEME FIT

STRENGTHS

Physicality and Grittiness in Press Man Coverage, Hip Fluidity and Transitions on Deep 

Routes, Mental Toughness on 3rd down vs quality WR/TEs, Lateral Agility in Zone 

Coverage, Competitiveness throughout process of catch, and Acceleration and Recovery 

Speed 

WEAKNESSES

Any system that has a good balance of Man and Zone Coverage, that allows him the 

flexibility to play Press and Off Coverage and doesn't put him in direct run fit often. 

College: No injuries. 2017: No injuries. 2018: No injuries. 2019: Week 2/Hamstring 

KEY STATS

EXPOSURES

CAREER INFORMATION
Games Played

45
Games Started

23

Effort , Desire, Competitiveness, and Mental Processing in Run Support, and COD and 

Balance on Hard Breaking Routes. 

PROJECTION A Starting CB that you can win with due to his Physicality and Grittiness in Press Man 

Coverage to disrupt WR/TEs at LOS and throughout route. Hip Fluidity and transitioning to 

stay on the hip or on top of WR/TEs on deep routes. Mental Toughness on 3rd down vs 

quality WR/TEs. Lateral Agility to move very well in Zone Coverage. Competitiveness 

throughout process of the catch to disrupt WR catch with tight coverage or knocking ball 

out. Acceleration and Recovery Speed to put himself in solid positioning if beat off LOS. 

Lacks effort , desire, competitiveness, and mental processing in run support. COD and 

Balance on Hard Breaking Routes vs WRs who have a good blend of speed, power, and 

deception at or before break point.  

2019: vs Den 10/6, @TEN 10/20, vs GB 11/3, vs MIN 12/15, @ KC 12/29

25
Winning %

55%
Positions Started

INJURIES

LCB,RCB

1/6/1995
Scout Name (Last, First) 

Trending upward in career trajectory, Career high in games started(12) 4th on the team in 

snaps played(67%), Lowest completion percentage allowed on team among CBs(59%), 

career low in TDs allowed(2) and career high in interceptions(2). 
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Games Won

Jaunte Davis
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Michael Davis
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